
You get to understand the hidden reasons behind your desires and fears 

You recognize resources you have, such as skills or people to help you, and 

Most importantly, by engaging all your senses, the goal becomes so compelling that you almost
automagically achieve it. Your Reticular Activating System starts scanning the environment for
ways to make it easier and add support and momentum.

Do an ecology check: An ecological goal in NLP terms means that the outcome works in all areas of
your life. For example, if your goal is to be a multi-millionaire but doing so means neglecting your
emotional needs and ignoring your family, then chances are the goal isn’t really ecological.
Set the context: In making a NLP SMART goal or well-formed outcome, getting the context right is
very important. What setting the context means is that you drill down and focus on exactly when,
where, and with whom you want this goal.
Look for secondary gain: In NLP, a secondary gain relates to a behaviour that appears to be
negative or cause problems, but which in fact serves a positive function at some level. An example
is a smoker who knows that smoking is harmful to her health, yet appreciates the secondary gain
of the peace and quiet of sitting outside for a cigarette and feeling calm and solitary. When you
identify secondary gain, you can remove blocks to your success.

Designing Your NLP SMART Goals

Setting yourself a NLP SMART goal or well-formed outcome helps you get from 
where you are now – having a glimmer of a dream – to achieving your dream.... 
by making it so specific that you can see it, taste it, feel it and creating the 
neurology of having achieved it.

How is a NLP SMART goal different from other goal-setting processes?
 
Some of the advantages of incorporating well-formed outcomes include:

       relating to this specific goal or outcome.

      also resources that you may need to develop or find.

Before you work through the seven steps to a NLP SMART goal or well-formed outcome in the section
below, consider the points here that can make your existing ideas even “smarter” and help you gain
more clarification about what you really want.

So, find yourself some quiet time, away from your nearest and dearest and the telephone, invite your
unconscious mind to the party, and get cracking at designing at designing the next phase of your
wonderful life. 

(If you’re going, “Gee, where am I going to find the time?, just ask yourself what the secondary gain is
for you in avoiding doing this exercise.)

NLP GOALS/OUTCOMES
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1. Positively stated.
You want your unconscious mind on board for this to happen easily and the unconscious mind can’t
process negative. So it’s important to keep your outcomes positive.

2. Self-initiated and maintained.
Are you doing this because you want to do it or is it because someone else will be pleased or is
putting on the pressure? 
Is the achievement of this dependent solely on you or can you achieve this only if someone else takes
responsibility for all or part of this? 

3. Appropriately contextualized.
Where are you when you achieve your goal?
When do you expect to achieve your goal?
With whom will you be working/playing/sharing when you have achieved your outcome?

4. Describe the evidence procedure.
How will you know that you’re getting the outcome you want?
What will you be doing or not doing when you get it that is different from what you are doing now?
What will you see, hear and feel when you have achieved your outcome?
   
5. Identify the resources needed.
What resources do you have now?
Do you need further resources and if you do, what are they?
Have you evidence of having achieved this before?
If you were to act ‘as if’ you had achieved this goal, how would you be acting and what would be
happening for you now?

6. Check if your goal is ecological.
What is your real purpose for wanting this outcome?
Is there secondary gain lurking in not achieving this outcome?
Is there a situation where achieving this goal might be harmful to you or others?
What will you lose or gain if you have your outcome?

7. What is the first step?
     

The Seven Steps to Design Goals and Outcomes that are concrete - that your
brain (especially your Reticular Activating System) can get a grasp on. Positive,
specific, observable...

ACHIEVABLE OUTCOME
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